Introducing a Gaming
Revolution:

Welcome
to the Age
of Brilliant
Bots

BIG G E R

&

BOLDER GAMES

For games to get bigger and bolder, it’s time to get epic with collaborative AI and brilliant bots.
Brillianetor is introducing a revolution to the gaming experience with brilliant AI bots, who are literally changing
the game by being autonomous, collaborative, competitive, and more human than ever.
With collaborative AI, bots can understand and predict intent. They can fall on the sword for you, take your place
when you’re out of steam, and cooperate with each other like the brilliant bands of legend’s most fearsome warriors.
For taking games to where they’ve never been before,
it’s not enough for game bots to be intelligent. It’s time for bots to get brilliant.
With Brillianetor.

Getting
Collaborative

Gamers today want a richer,
more sophisticated adventure.
Collaborative, autonomous AI game
bots (virtual players) is the answer.
These bots will help them, strategize
with them, compete against other
bots and human players, and be
their ultimate partner.
This is what will make the difference
in gaming and take the experience
to a whole new level.

Brilliant
Bots

At Brillianetor we have developed
a unique and patented AI
technology that drives Brilliant
Bots, with never-before seen
capabilities and which:
• Collaborate and compete

spontaneously

• Autonomously form

social interactions and
collaborations

• Are aware of other entities

and their surroundings and
independently choose whether
to cooperate or compete

• Understand the intent of

others - human players and
other bots

The Brillianetor
Solution

Brillianetor powers your games
with revolutionary new adventures
through our Brilliant Mind and
Brilliant Tool Box.
This combination is designed for
unmatched ease of integration,
deployment, and use, reducing the
time and costs involved with gaming
AI development.
" With the collaborative AI
capabilities that Brillianetor
brings, games get a richer and
more sophisticated layer than
ever before – that can potentially
create gaming experiences like
we’ve never seen.”
Ziv Kitaro, Head of Product and
lead Game Designer, Plarium.

T h e B r i l lia n e t o r S o l u t io n
Brilliant Mind
Brilliant Mind is a platform that is easily deployed on servers,
on-premise, or in your private cloud.
Through Brilliant Mind, virtual players (the bots) are injected with
collaborative AI capabilities, enabling them to interact successfully
across multiple social gaming scenarios.
The platform functions on a separate layer, bringing no impact to
performance nor to the underlying game engine.

Brilliant Tool Box
The Brilliant Tool Box is an SDK that provides developers with ease and
speed in integrating and leveraging collaborative AI in their own games:
• A user-friendly drag and drop editor to configure scenarios and game rules
• A plug-in API that connects game characters to the Brilliant Mind

The Brilliant Benefits

Even though this breakthrough AI is a complicated technology that took dozens of
engineers, many years, and great financial investment to come up with, we have put just
as much effort into designing the Brilliant Mind and Brilliant Tool Box to be integrated
easily and seamlessly, delivering the following benefits:
• Games that are enriched with complex and advanced scenarios, yet to be seen in games
• Human-like multi-play by creating teams of (virtual) players
• Ready to play on launch day and whenever new players are needed
• Automated game QA capability
• Reduced costs and development cycles

Brillianetor is revolutionizing the world of
artificial intelligence for gaming with its unique
and patented technology for collaborative AI.
The company’s offering includes the Brilliant
Mind, a collaborative AI platform, and the
Brilliant Tool Box, an SDK for unmatched ease
in integration and deployment.
Through this combination machines, bots,
and robots gain never-before seen abilities
for being aware of each other and their
surroundings, and for making autonomous
decisions on how to collaborate with other
bots as well as with human beings.
For the first time, game bots can understand
the intent of others and function effectively in
interpersonal and group interactions and
situations and successfully navigate complex
social scenarios.

To learn more about the gaming
revolution visit us at:
www.brillianetor.com
Contact us at:
contactus@brillianetor.com

